
Fleet Maintenance Management Program
Keeping your fleet operating at peak efficiency, well-maintained and ready when you need it is no easy 
task. In fact, most companies we work with struggle without a well-defined strategy to operate and 
maintain all the equipment on the worksite. Designed for large worksites, the United Rentals’ Fleet 
Maintenance Management Program will help you maintain – and manage – your owned equipment and 
site vehicles using the same systems, processes and expertise we apply every day to our more than 
14+ billion dollars in fleet. 
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Best-in-class Systems for 
Best-in-class Performance

Contact us now for a complimentary site assessment at CESsupport@ur.com

MAINTENANCE SERVICES
We’ll station a dedicated team of factory-trained, certified 
mechanics right on your site. Work typically includes:

 - Planned repairs/preventative maintenance 

 - Standard unplanned repairs

 - Monthly/annual inspections – ANSI, OSHA, CSA

 - Warranty work

 - Specialty repairs

 - Tire repair

 - Bodywork/glass

 - State vehicle inspections

PARTS AND MATERIAL MANAGEMENT
We will design a parts and material program to meet the 
immediate needs of critical and non-essential assets while 
balancing the requirements (and expense!) of stocked parts to 
that of just-in-time delivery. We have the brands you rely on for 
every kind of fix.

 - All parts procurement managed through United Rentals 
fleet management systems

 - Leverage United Rentals’ buying power with OEM dealers 
and alliance vendors.

 - Develop JIT delivery methods

 - Determine requirements for stock parts – critical assets

 - Evaluate current parts inventory – identify active and 
obsolete parts

FLEET SYSTEMS
We will provide a single point of contact to oversee your 
fleet operations using the state-of-the-art systems and 
tools we use to manage ours. 

 - Single point of contact

 - United Rentals’ fleet management systems, including 
Total Control®, the industry’s leading platform for 
viewing and managing rented and owned equipment.

 - Defined service schedules

 - Work order processing

 - Proactive service alerts

 - Comprehensive performance reporting

 - Fueling solutions

FLEET ADVISORY SERVICES

We combine data and expertise to help you get better 
insights to get better performance. 

Fleet advisory services typically include:

 - Equipment lifecycle planning

 - Fleet right-sizing

 - When to own or rent

 - Vehicle fleet optimization

 - Development of site-specific fleet strategy

United Rentals systems and technology work together to help you see, measure, manage and optimize your equipment 
usage. Telematics tagged equipment (whether rented or owned) brings full visibility to your fleet. United Rentals can even tag 
your equipment for you. All of the information and insight is easily accessed through Total Control®, a cloud based worksite 
management solution that helps you make the most of your equipment fleet. With Telematics and Total Control®, you can 
track location, utilization and access. Most importantly, you will have insights to help you benchmark and optimize your spend 
on equipment.

Customer Equipment Solutions
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